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Jobs can take up three-quarters of someone's life, and choosing how to spend that time wisely is essential. Some people climb the
ladder and eventually find their dream, others find their dreams right out of high school, and others spend their whole lives
creating their dream. Unfortunately, I hear about people who have worked a J.O.B. for years, but they are demoralized. They are
either unsatisfied with their work, think that satisfaction at work is unattainable, or they're unable to achieve work worth saving
the planet. They need the paycheck to survive, which is the motivation to get them to work every day. So they'll climb the ladder,
move through departments if required, or work as someone else's puppet, having no choice but working to survive. For many
workers at Frasier Transport, that is the story of how their careers began prior to employment at Frasier Transport. However, they
soon realized that this culture was very different and held more of a family dynamic. One employee, Holly Bell, began as a
dispatcher for the company and now works as the controller and office manager. "When I started working, it was a job. I was a
single mother, and I needed a job. But, after 27 years, it's evolved into a family." - Holly Bell
Frasier Transport was established in 1995 after the owner's Mike and Dee Frasier bought the truck line from an existing company.
Mike and Dee Frasier started with 12 trucks, and modeled their business as a local trucking company. Their focus was hauling
anything that could be tied to a flatbed trailer, focusing on local freight, often including feed commodities, hay, lumber, steel, etc.
Since expanding to 22 trucks, the company has diversified in what they haul, but strives to keep the personal touch with its drivers
and brand. When working for Frasier Transport, drivers become part of the family. So when something happens in a driver's
personal life, and they need help or support, Frasier Transport does just that; helps and supports its employees.
Growing the business from twelve to twenty-two trucks took a lot of commitment and attention from Mike and Dee. They knew
their business inside and out, and brought in help to train drivers and office staff to meet their standards. They also leveraged
outside sources to assist with other general business needs. Executive Business Coach, Allison Dunn, conducted these types of
trainings for Frasier Transport when they hired her in 2013. Her services were maintained throughout the rest of Mike and Dee's
ownership of Frasier Transport. However, as Mike and Dee grew in age, they needed someone to purchase the company.
Therefore, in 2020, Ryan Frasier, son of Mike and Dee, took the ''President'' title. Seeing the success and helpfulness of Deliberate
Directions, Ryan Frasier runs the business using Deliberate Directions coaching services. Allison also had a huge role in teaching
Dee to step away from the business, and helping Ryan to change his mindset as he moved into his new role. With Ryan leading a
young management crew, Allison has helped in many areas of the company, from redefining job roles, recruitment strategies and
leadership development.
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Here is an insight into Deliberate Direction's Business and Executive Coaching featuring Frasier Transport

CLIENT INTRODUCTION
Frasier Transport has evolved and grown since the business hired Allison in 2013, allowing her to take many roles during
their growth. Holly Bell shared that Allison's expertise is due to her commitment and longevity to the company and the
trust she has built. "Another good thing about Allison is that she really does understand our business; she takes a vested
interest in it" - Holly Bell. Allison has worked with both Mike and Dee and now the new owner, Ryan, providing great insight
into the culture and shifts happening within the company.

COACHING
STABILIZE. I've heard many business owners being put-off by the amount of work that coaching requires; preplan the
meeting and think ahead about what you want to tackle during the one-hour session or for your business in the next
quarter. Unfortunately, the reality is that many companies don't have the support inside their businesses to leave these
concerns unattended. The Frasier Transport team is looking to feel stable in-house, in order to feel confident soliciting
Deliberate Directions later on, for events like the 90-day planning or doing some form of training independently in their
facility. As Frasier Transport hires and stabilizes internally, Allison and her team assist in developing tools for them to use,
like DISC profile, leadership formulas, and more.
EXPANSION. Allison's involvement and familiarity with Frasier Transport were pivotal as she began to suggest new ways to
grow the company. Holly explained it as "new people coming in with new thought processes and management styles that
conflicted with old thought not always working out." So when Allison suggested adding new roles, job descriptions, or a
new company growth opportunity, the team was much more willing to try it because they trusted Allison's unique and
trusted perspective. This relationship allowed for the Frasier team to expand more fluidly. After working on stabilizing the
inside of the crew and building trust between everyone on the team, the next move is to purchase three trucks and hire
three additional truck drivers. However, there are a lot of obstacles in their way; the supply chain, finding good drivers, the
general cost of expansion, and the costs associated with purchasing and servicing trucks. With expansion plans in place,
Allison can help the team stabilize, prioritize planning, and put assets in the correct place to help Frasier Transport meet its
goals.

Allison understands our
business and takes a vested
interest in it
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OUTSTANDING IMPACT
PROFILES. Mike and Dee Frasier ran operations for 27 years at Frasier Transport, it was a tight ship. So when
retirement came closer, they had difficulty handing over the reigns completely. When the time finally came for their
son, Ryan, to take over, Allison worked tirelessly to help define Mike and Dee’s new roles outside of the company. She
also helped Dee and Ryan manage tensions by working specifically on communication skills. When Holly Bell rose past
the dispatcher position and into the management track, Allison shifted her attention to how Ryan and Holly could
better work together. For example, when it comes to business planning, Holly is three steps ahead and has notes
written down to prepare for whatever Allison asks. In contrast, Ryan can plan in his head and spitball it when
necessary. While Ryan and Holly are both planning, their processes are different. When expectations aren't met
regarding planning, the two can clash. Allison helps Ryan and Holly work towards a plan they can agree on, getting it
written down on paper, and assists them in visualizing how it'll work out. "Even though we've been there for ten years,
we are still struggling to do the things she told us to do on day one" - Holly Bell.

"a well-spoken professional role model" - holly bell

Frasier Transport's most considerable success is Allison’s ability to travel and conduct training at their office rather
than the Deliberate Direction’s office. This is because of the travel time it would take the crew to travel to Boise from
Nampa, Idaho. Other successes occur when Allison has her weekly coaching meetings with Ryan and his office crew, to
work through problems. These meetings help everyone get back on the same page without sacrificing time away from
the Frasier Transport office. These sessions especially help Ryan and Holly get onto the same page too.

WHY ALLISON DUNN?
Frasier Transport team describes Allison Dunn as "a well-spoken professional that is someone to look up to; a role
model." Coming from a family business, Allison enjoys helping families carry on their legacy while respecting the
differing visions of the past owner and current owner. Suppose you are a part of a family business going through a
transition of ownership, or a company looking to grow. In either case, Allison is someone who will listen to you, help
you create your vision, and then help you build it to be something so much more than you ever thought possible. So, if
you are ready to put in the work to plan, dream, and take action, then it may be the time that you schedule a strategy
session.
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